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Product Information
Power Capacitors Limited is “Power Factor 
Correction” having specialised in all aspects of 
power quality since 1973. Power Capacitors Ltd 
supplies capacitors for Power Factor Correction, 
Harmonic Filters, and Power Electronics applications 
to Industrialists, Equipment Manufacturers, 
Electricity Supply Companies and Contractors alike. 
Comprehensive stocks of capacitors and associated 
equipment enable quality products to be produced 
at competitive prices and to meet the shortest 
delivery periods.

Quality - Second to None
Working within the policies of BS EN ISO9001:2008 
approval, all equipment is manufactured and tested 
to all appropriate standards.

Power Factor Correction - Multiple Benefits
Power Factor Correction, when correctly specified, 
completely removes the compulsory charges levied 
on consumers with a poor power factor. The savings 
achieved can amount to many thousands of pounds 
a year, depending on consumption. The reduction 
in loading on electrical distribution equipment 
increases supply capacity, reduces losses and also 
reduces CO2 emissions, which are all crucial to 
today’s commercially and environmentally aware 
society.

Capacitor Products - Total Capability
The comprehensive range of capacitor products 
available enables almost every requirement for 
power factor correction to be satisfied by a standard 
product. Where a solution does not already exist, 
our specialist engineers are able to offer a custom 
solution, designed specially around a particular set 
of requirements.

Capacitor Elements - The PowerCan
In cylindrical aluminium casings, from 0.25kVAr to 
35kVAr, these are perfectly suited to the individual 
correction of motors in a motor control centre. Their 
compact dimensions and minimum IP2X rating are 
unmatched in this application. The market-leading 
design and optimum temperature rating result in 
increased reliability, greater lifetime, and improved 
savings than other, less well specified types.

The PowerCab Plus - Blueline

Formula 50 Chassis & The PowerCan
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Capacitor Chassis - The Formula Ranges
The Formula 50 and Formula 150 both comprise 
capacitors, contactors, main and control fusegear 
on a backplate mounting assembly, intended for 
use as the building blocks of an automatic system, 
housed within a switchboard or MCC. The Formula 
50 range has a maximum rating of 50kVAr, the 
Formula 150 range can be fitted with up to 150kVAr. 
Both types are available for standard or detuned 
systems, according to the particular requirements 
of a system. The efficient utilisation of space and 
temperature rating exceed the capabilities of any 
major competitor.

Automatic Systems
To meet the diverse needs of ALL industries and application, Power Capacitors Ltd has developed three distinct 
ranges of automatic PFC systems:

PowerCabBlueLine
Designed with unparalleled performance and reliability in mind, the BlueLine range offers the most robust 
solution bar none for the most demanding applications, with the emphasis on Performance and Extended 
Lifetime.

PowerCabGreenLine
Intended for the ‘Standard Industrial’ application, the GreenLine range 
provides the simplest solution to whatever Power Factor Correction scheme is 
required. With standard ratings available to over 500kVAr in a single cubicle, 
the compact dimensions enable us to meet constraints our competitors 
cannot.

EnviroCab
With electricity bills now including penalty charges for poor power factor for 
the smaller consumers, the EnviroCab range offers a technically compliant 
and cost-effective solution to smaller equipment requirements. Ratings from 
10kVAr to 75kVAr meet the most costsensitive requirements in ways our 
competitors can’t match.

RealTime Switching - PowerCabFast
By using semiconductor switches and the latest in microprocessor based 
controllers, almost instantaneous switching can be achieved. All PowerCabFast 
systems are detuned, and include the optimised smaller stages of the BlueLine 
range.

Better Components = Lower Losses
By using better specified components across the whole range of designs, 
Power Capacitors Ltd is able to offer equipment with lower losses than its 
competitors. This reduction in losses can amount to a significant financial 
saving, for example, a 300kVAr detuned system from one of the ‘market 
leading’ PFC companies would cost over £350 per annum more to operate 
than our BlueLine system.

PowerCabBlueLine

PowerCabGreenLine
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Capacitor Maintenance - Total Service
Power Factor Correction equipment is a piece of capital equipment, and regular maintenance is essential. 
Regular servicing ensures that the rated output is maintained, maximising the financial and technical benefits. 
Unlike our competitors, Power Capacitors Ltd is able to service and repair every LV capacitor installation 
regardless of manufacturer. Our team of fully qualified and experienced specialist Capacitor Engineers perform 
these services across the whole of the UK.

Technical Support & Site Services
The services performed by the company’s specialist engineers include:
• Power Factor Surveys, performed free of charge on the UK mainland
• Load Profiling, with report & recommendations
• Harmonic Surveys, with full technical report & recommendations
• Installation of Capacitor Equipment
• Specialist Product Design Service
• Installation of Capacitor Equipment
• Specialist Product Design Service

General
Under normal operating conditions certain electrical loads draw not only active power from the supply (kilowatts 
kW) but also reactive power (reactive kVA, kVAr). This reactive power has no useful function, but is necessary 
for the equipment to operate correctly. Loads such as induction motors, welding equipment, arc furnaces and 
fluorescent lighting would fall into this category.

Correction
Opposing reactive power resulting from the connection of a correctly sized capacitor can compensate for the 
reactive power required by the load. This ensures that only a small amount of reactive power is drawn from the 
supply.

Purpose
An apparent reduction in the total current drawn from the supply can be achieved as a result of connecting a 
capacitor to an inductive load.
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Definition
The Power Factor of a load is defined as being the 
ratio of active power to total demand, that is to say 
kW + kVA. The uncorrected power factor of a load 
is cosØ1 (where Ø1 is the phase angle between 
the uncorrected load and unity), and the corrected 
power factor is cosØ2 (where Ø2 is the phase angle 
between the corrected load and unity). The nearer 
the ratio kW+kVA=cosØ is to unity, the less reactive 
power is drawn from the supply.

Reactive Power Penalty Charges
The Reactive Power charge is the means by which 
consumers with a poor power factor pay more for 
their electricity than consumers with a good power factor. Since April 2010, a common charging method is 
in force across all UK Electricity Supply Companies. This applies to ALL half-hourly metered consumers. By 
installing power factor correction equipment and ensuring that the average power factor is better than 0.95 
lagging under ALL load conditions, no ‘excess’ reactive power is consumed. Smaller capacitor stages ensure 
that these charges are avoided under almost all load conditions. This means that ALL excess Reactive Power 
charges can be avoided. Contact our team of sales engineers to discuss existing or imminent Reactive Power 
charges, and how to avoid them.

Technical Benefits
The connection of a capacitor capable of “correcting” half of the reactive power of a load leads to a reduction 
in the demand on the supply of approximately 15%. This results in the following:

1. The load on the cables and switches is reduced
2. The supply is now able to support additional load
3. The charges made by the electricity supply company are likely to be reduced

By reducing the load on cables and switches, power loss is reduced and life is extended. The facility to connect 
additional load is always useful to an expanding company.

An example: A fully loaded 1000kVA transformer supplying a load with a power factor of 0.80 can only supply 
800kW of “useful” load. By correcting the power factor to 0.96, an additional 160kW of load may be connected, 
increasing the “useful” load capacity to 960kW.
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Commercial Benefits
By maintaining the power factor at or above 0.95 
lagging under all load conditions:

• Any charges for excess reactive power are avoided
• System losses are reduced
• Distribution equipment runs cooler and lasts longer

Lower system losses means reduced electricity 
consumption, typically in the region of 2% of the total 
consumption. These additional, hidden savings can 
amount to many thousands of pounds over the course 
of a year.

Environmental Benefits
In addition to the benefits already listed, every kVAr of 
Power Factor Correction supplied by Power Capacitors 
Ltd reduces CO2 emissions by 146kg per annum. Any 
responsible company having or seeking ISO14001 
approval is wise to take advantage of this. 

Harmonic Distortion
The relentless developments in semiconductor 
technology have led to constant increases in the 
proportion of harmonic generating loads connected to 
the mains. These converters have adverse effects on the 
incoming AC supply system, and the levels of distortion 
on the supply network should be limited to prevent 
equipment going into overtemperature, malfunction 
or even premature failure. The comprehensive range of 
equipment available means that Power Capacitors Ltd 
is almost uniquely able to offer PFC systems detuned 
to either 189Hz (where maximum harmonic blocking is 
required), or 210Hz (where absorption of the harmonic 
currents by the PFC system is required).

Typical distorted mains are matched by the GreenLine range of cubicles, whilst the Blue Line range is suitable 
for operation on the most heavily distorted of networks.

Where harmonic levels are especially severe, an Active Harmonic Filter is usually required, In this case, on-site 
measurements and detailed calculation are required: please contact us for details.

Maintenance & Service
Most Power Factor Correction equipment works invisibly in the background, but as capacitors deteriorate it 
easily goes unnoticed until long after the higher bills arrive. Responsible companies acknowledge the cost 
effectiveness of avoiding unnecessary downtime and maintenance. Power Capacitors has a team of skilled 
and experienced engineers available throughout the UK providing regular servicing and maintenance to ALL 
makes of power factor correction equipment, regardless of manufacturer. This ensures that the rated output is 
maintained, maximising the financial and technical benefits.

Capacitor Sizing
To obtain capacitor sizes (in kVA) for a given power 
factor, multiply the kW load by the number shown 
at the axis between existing and required power 
factors.
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